A novel, recyclable magnetic biochar modified by chitosan–EDTA for the effective removal of Pb(II) from aqueous solution
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We report here the preparation process of a recyclable magnetic biochar functionalized with chitosan and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (E-CMBC). This prepared biochar was then evaluated regarding its adsorption performance for Pb(II) from an aqueous solution along with the potential adsorption mechanisms behind this process. XRD and SEM analyses showed that the magnetite particles were successfully embedded into biochar and the subsequent surface coating of chitosan and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid modification were also successful. The effects of the adsorbent dosage, ionic strength, initial solution pH, and contact time, on adsorption kinetics, adsorption isotherms, adsorption thermodynamics and regeneration performance were investigated. The removal of Pb(II) was dramatically improved to 156.68 mg g⁻¹ compared with that by unmodified pristine biochar (10.90 mg g⁻¹) at pH 3.0. In the range of pH 2.0–5.0, the adsorption performance of Pb(II) by E-CMBC remained above 152.50 mg g⁻¹, which suggested that the adsorption capacity of the novel sorbent was not impacted by the competing adsorption of hydrogen cations under acidic conditions. The adsorption process could be well described by the Avrami fractional-order and Langmuir models. Thermodynamic analysis proved that the adsorption process was spontaneous and endothermic. The magnetic strength of E-CMBC was measured as 3.1 emu g⁻¹, suggesting that the consumed E-CMBC could be separated from water by an external magnet. A regeneration study showed that after three cycles of adsorption–desorption, 78.60% of the sorbent was recovered and 97.26% of the adsorption capacity was retained. The adsorption mechanism investigation indicated that Pb(II) adsorption was mainly due to the presence of functional amides and carboxyl groups of E-CMBC forming strong chemical complexation. In conclusion, E-CMBC is a novel, recyclable, and highly efficient adsorbent for removal of Pb(II) from aqueous solution.

1. Introduction

Lead is one of the most widespread heavy metals polluting the environment and enters surface and ground water through a variety of ways, including emissions from burning fossil fuels, fertilizer application, wastewater discharge (e.g., originating from mining, smelting, and chemical and battery manufacturing industries), and waste dumping and disposal. Once present in a living system, lead poisoning damages basic cellular processes and affects tissue and organ systems including the kidney, brain, liver and other organs. Given this severity, Pb(II) removal from wastewater is necessary before it is discharged into the environment.

Numerous treatment technologies have been successfully applied for the removal Pb(II) from aqueous solutions, such as chemical precipitation, ion exchange, electrochemical treatment, membrane filtration, and adsorption. Of these, adsorption is considered one of best methods for Pb(II) removal from aqueous solutions owing to its ease of use and high efficiency. Various absorbents have been used for Pb(II) removal from aqueous solutions, such as activated carbon, carbon nanotubes, graphene, and cation-exchange resins. However, these adsorbents have several disadvantages, including high production costs, low adsorption efficiency for Pb(II) and difficulty in recycling and reuse. Collectively, these limit the application of these adsorbents. As a result, recent years have seen extensive work to develop cheap and widely available adsorbents.
Biochar is the carbonaceous product of the pyrolysis of organic matter and has received significant attention recently, owing to its low cost, abundance of raw materials, and convenient preparation. However, like other conventional adsorbents, the recycling difficulty of powdered biochar had restrained its wider application.\textsuperscript{29} Although past work attempted to introduce magnetic properties to biochar,\textsuperscript{30,31} these efforts greatly impacted the adsorption ability of the resulting magnetic biochar. For instance, Son \textit{et al.} developed an engineered magnetic biochar by impregnating waste marine macroalgae with iron oxide particles (e.g., magnetite, maghemite). The resulting biochar had removal efficiency for heavy metals that decreased from 70 mg g\textsuperscript{-1} to 56 mg g\textsuperscript{-1}.\textsuperscript{32}

Chitosan is an abundant, biodegradable, non-toxic, and natural product derived from shells of shrimp and other sea crustaceans.\textsuperscript{33} It has been intensively studied for the removal of heavy metals from aqueous solutions since its amine functional groups have strong bonding abilities.\textsuperscript{34} However, the poor solubility, low stability and separability from aqueous solutions after adsorbing heavy metals limited the application of chitosan. Despite these past limitations, using chitosan to modify the surface of magnetic biochar would combine the advantages of magnetic biochar with the positive attributes of chitosan, namely, its porous network, easy separability, and high chemical affinity. To this end, Xiao \textit{et al.} prepared a chitosan-combined magnetic biochar. The resulting biochar showed high Cr(\textit{v}) and Cu(\textit{ii}) adsorption capacities of 30.14 mg g\textsuperscript{-1}, and 54.68 mg g\textsuperscript{-1}, respectively.\textsuperscript{35} To further increase the adsorption capacity of chitosan, past work has also focused on chemically modifying chitosan adsorbents,\textsuperscript{36} however, there are few studies that have focused on the chemical modification of chitosan-combined magnetic biochar.

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) is a widely used complexing agent. Importantly, it effectively removes heavy metals through its metal complexing mechanism. Various materials modified with EDTA have had greatly improved adsorption capacities for heavy metals.\textsuperscript{37} However, there are no studies investigating Pb(\textit{ii}) adsorption by EDTA-modified, chitosan-combined magnetic biochar.

In this study, we functionalized a novel, chitosan-combined magnetic biochar adsorbent through chemical modification with EDTA. This was done to achieve Pb(\textit{ii}) removal from an aqueous solution. After the carboxyl groups of EDTA reacted with the amino groups on chitosan, a large amount of acid amides and carboxyl groups were added to the surface of the chitosan-combined magnetic biochar. Critically, this may improve the affinity of chitosan to aqueous Pb(\textit{ii}).\textsuperscript{38} Given this, the objectives of this work were as follows: (1) preparation and characterization of the modified biochar, (2) investigation of the Pb(\textit{ii}) removal performance of the modified biochar, (3) analysis of the Pb(\textit{ii}) adsorption mechanism of the modified biochar, and (4) assessment of the regeneration and reusability of the modified biochar.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

For the feedstock biomass of the biochar, peanut shells were obtained from Taian, Shandong Province, China. All chemicals and reagents utilized in these experiments were of analytical grade. Ferric chloride hexahydrate (FeCl\textsubscript{3}·6H\textsubscript{2}O) and acetic acid were purchased from SonoPharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDAC), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt (Na\textsubscript{2}EDTA), chitosan, EDTA, and Pb(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2} were all purchased from Aladdin Reagent Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). An aqueous stock solution of 1000 mg L\textsuperscript{-1} Pb(\textit{ii}) was prepared by dissolving specific amounts of Pb(NO\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2} in deionized water.

2.2 Preparation of modified biochar

The modified biochar was synthesized using a step-by-step approach as shown in Fig. 1. The method to synthesize this magnetic biochar was based on previous work by Zhang \textit{et al.}.\textsuperscript{39}

Fig. 1  Schematic for the preparation of MBC, CMBC, and E-CMBC.
Briefly, the peanut shell was air-dried, milled, and sieved (<1 mm). The treated peanut shell was then divided into two parts. One part remained untreated and the other part was treated with 500 mL of 1 mol L\(^{-1}\) FeCl\(_3\) solution and stirred for 24 h at room temperature. The filter residue was oven-dried at 70 °C for 2 h. Both the FeCl\(_3\) treated and non-treated pristine peanut shells were pyrolyzed in a furnace at 500 °C for 2 h in N\(_2\) atmosphere with a heating rate of 5 °C min\(^{-1}\). The products of the non-treated and pre-treated peanut shells are referred to as BC and MBC, respectively.

The chitosan-modified magnetic biochar (CMBC) was prepared by the using a coating process described previously with minor alterations to allow its optimization for this study.\(^{29}\) Briefly, 3.0 g chitosan was dissolved in 300 mL of 2% (v/v) acetic acid solution. Then, 3.0 g prepared MBC was added into the solution, after which the mixture was stirred for 2 h. Drop-wise condensation of 1% NaOH was added to the homogenous mixture until the pH reached 10. The mixture was then maintained at room temperature overnight. After that, it was washed with deionized water to remove any excess NaOH. Lastly, the chitosan-modified magnetic biochar was separated and oven-dried at 70 °C.

Next, 1.0 g of CMBC and 1.0 g of EDTA were added into 100 mL of deionized water and then stirred at 60 °C for 4 h, then the mixed solution was cooled down to 40 °C. Afterwards, 5 mL of 1 mol L\(^{-1}\) NaOH and 0.96 g EDAC were added in an orderly manner. The solution was stirred at 40 °C for 2 h, and then stirred at room temperature overnight. After stirring, the solution was filtered and the materials were successively washed with 0.1 mol L\(^{-1}\) NaOH, deionized water, 0.1 mol L\(^{-1}\) HCl, and then deionized water to be neutral. After this series of washes, the materials were oven-dried at 70 °C. Samples were sieved through a 100-mesh screen and sealed to preserve them prior to use. This resulting chitosan and EDTA modified magnetic biochar is referred to as E-CMBC.

### 2.3 Characterization of the biochars

The surface morphologies of the samples were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Carl Zeiss AG., Germany). The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area and the total pore volume were measured from N\(_2\) isotherms using a surface area and porosimetry analyzer (Quantachrome Instruments, USA). Surface chemical composition of the samples was confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of the samples was measured on a spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) using KBr pellets in the range of 400–4000 cm\(^{-1}\). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the samples were examined by an X-ray diffractometer with Cu K\(_\alpha\) radiation (Rigaku Corporation, Japan). The zeta potential was measured at a range of 1–5 using a zeta potential analyzer (Malvern Instruments Ltd., United Kingdom). The magnetization measurement of E-CMBC was performed using a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) (Lake Shore Cryotronics, Inc. USA).

### 2.4 Adsorption experiments

All batch experiments were conducted in a 50 mL conical flask by mixing 1 g L\(^{-1}\) biochar with 25 mL Pb(II) aqueous solution on a rotary shaker at 150 rpm. The pH of the initial solutions was adjusted using either HCl or NaOH, as appropriate. The concentration of residual Pb(II) was determined using an Agilent 240FS AA atomic absorption spectrometer.

The dosage effect of E-CMBC was tested in the range of 0.2–2.0 g L\(^{-1}\) for Pb(II) removal at pH 3.0 and 298 K for 24 h. Both BC and E-CMBC were used to study the effect of pH on Pb(II) adsorption. The effect of pH was studied by adjusting the pH of the initial Pb(II) solution (200 mg L\(^{-1}\)) to values in the range of pH 1.0–5.0. The pH was adjusted to the desired value by adding negligible volumes of either HCl or NaOH, as appropriate.

Flasks were then shaken at 298 K for 24 h. The effect of ionic strength was studied at pH 3.0 and 298 K for 24 h, with Pb(II) concentration of 200 mg L\(^{-1}\). Kinetic experiments were performed at different time intervals, ranging from 10 to 2880 min, with 200 mg L\(^{-1}\) Pb(II) solutions at pH 3.0. Adsorption isotherms were determined within a set concentration range (20–500 mg L\(^{-1}\)) for 24 h at pH 3.0. These studies were conducted at 298 K, 308 K, and 318 K.

The adsorption amount \(q_e\) (mg g\(^{-1}\)) of Pb(II) was calculated using the following equation:

\[
q_e = \frac{c_0 - c_e}{m} \times V
\]

where \(c_0\) (mg L\(^{-1}\)) is the initial concentration, \(c_e\) (mg L\(^{-1}\)) is the concentration at equilibrium, \(V\) (L) is the volume of the solution, and \(m\) (g) is the amount of the adsorbent.

All the experiments were conducted in triplicate under identical conditions and the average values are presented here. The relative errors of the data were within 5%.

### 2.5 Regeneration studies

To evaluate their reusability, E-CMBC samples were tested by successive Pb(II) adsorption and desorption cycles. After attaining equilibrium, Pb(II) laden E-CMBC was separated from the solution and eluted using deionized water, then stirred in 0.1 mol L\(^{-1}\) Na\(_2\)EDTA solution overnight. The E-CMBC was filtered and thoroughly washed with deionized water, after which it was oven-dried. The regenerated E-CMBC was then successively subjected to two times of adsorption–desorption cycles.

### 3. Results and discussion

#### 3.1 Characterization of the biochars

Biochar surface properties are important for its inherent reactivity and the surface morphologies of BC, MBC, CMBC, and E-CMBC from this study are shown in Fig. 2. BC had a smooth, layered, and porous structure. After being disposed by FeCl\(_3\), the surface of MBC formed smaller pore channels. Metal clusters were clearly observed on both surface and within the pore channel of MBC. This indicated that the magnetic particle had been assembled on the surface of MBC. The surface of CMBC became thicker, appearing as if the surface was covered, and the pore channel was blocked. After the EDTA modification, there were increased numbers of different particles on the E-CMBC surface and its irregular surface became much rougher in appearance.
Table 1 presents the surface area, pore volume and average pore size of BC, MBC, CMBC and E-CMBC. The surface area of BC was larger (231.38 m² g⁻¹) than that of MBC (11.63 m² g⁻¹), CMBC (1.64 m² g⁻¹), or E-CMBC (3.09 m² g⁻¹). These results indicated that the modification yielded a dramatic decrease in specific surface area. Similar results were apparent in different pore volumes (Table 1). Contrastingly, the average pore sizes of MBC, CMBC, and E-CMBC were all larger than that of BC. This is likely due to the blockage of some of the smaller pores of the biochar by the magnetic particles and chitosan.

The chemical compositions of BC and E-CMBC were determined by XPS and the XPS full spectra are shown in Fig. 3a. For BC, the three peaks at approximately 291.68 eV, 406.28 eV, and 537.48 eV corresponded to C 1s (81.35%), N 1s (1.43%) and O 1s (17.22%), respectively. After modification, a new peak at approximately 736.78 eV was Fe 2p₃ (0.6%), which indicated the successful blending of the biochar with iron oxide in E-CMBC. The E-CMBC sample also had higher contents of N 1s (6.31%) and O 1s (25.1%) when compared with BC, which indicated that the EDTA was successfully introduced into the surface of the CMBC.

The FTIR spectra verified the existence of abundant functional groups in E-CMBC. As shown in Fig. 3b, the broadband of approximately 3416 cm⁻¹ was assigned to the stretching vibrations of –OH groups along with the overlapping stretching vibrations of the –NH₂ groups. The band at 2911 cm⁻¹ was assigned to the stretching vibrations of the aliphatic –CH– group. The band at

### Table 1  
Pore distribution properties and Pb(II) adsorption capacities of BC, MBC, CMBC, and E-CMBC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biochar</th>
<th>BET surface area (m² g⁻¹)</th>
<th>Pore volume (cm³ g⁻¹)</th>
<th>Average pore size (nm)</th>
<th>Pb(II) adsorption capacity (mg g⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>231.38</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>17.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBC</td>
<td>11.63</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>10.98</td>
<td>22.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMBC</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>29.26</td>
<td>39.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-CMBC</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>20.57</td>
<td>156.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Experimentally measured value at a shaking speed of 150 rpm and 298 K for 24 h and at the original solution pH.
1635 cm$^{-1}$ corresponded to the C=O stretching vibration of either –NH–C=O or –COOH. The characteristic band appeared at 1407 cm$^{-1}$ was the C=O stretching vibrations of the –COOH group. The band at 1067 cm$^{-1}$ was related to the stretching vibration of both C=O and C–C. Taken together, the aforementioned peak bands indicated that the biochar surface coating of chitosan and subsequent EDTA modification to its surface were both successful. Furthermore, the band at 571 cm$^{-1}$ was assigned to the Fe–O stretching vibration, which indicated that the magnetization process of the biochar was successful. Notably, the functional groups of E-CMBC were different from those of BC, which impacted its subsequent adsorption ability.

XRD spectra are shown in Fig. 3c. There were five intense characteristic peaks for MBC at 2\(\theta\) = 30.1°, 35.4°, 43.1°, 56.9°, and 62.5°, which corresponded to the primary diffraction of the (022), (113), (004), (115) and (044) crystal planes of Fe$_3$O$_4$ (ICSD card number: 98-003-6314). These result confirmed our previous SEM observation that the magnetite particles had been successfully embedded in the biochar. Moreover, the E-CMBC may capable of being separated from the aqueous solution by an external magnetic field after Pb(II) adsorption.

The magnetic properties of E-CMBC was measured using vibrating sample magnetometry. The saturation magnetization value was 3.1 emu g$^{-1}$ for E-CMBC, which was lower than that of bare magnetic particles (67 emu g$^{-1}$). This may be due to the relatively low abundance of magnetic particles, as well as the surface coating of chitosan and subsequent EDTA modification that caused lower magnetic strength. However, the E-CMBC remained separable and recoverable from the aqueous solution when a strong external magnetic field was applied. This property of E-CMBC is critical for its proposed recycling use in the removal of Pb(II) from aqueous solutions.

### 3.2 Effect of adsorbent dosage

The effects of E-CMBC dosage on the adsorption capacity and removal efficiency of Pb(II) were studied. As shown in Fig. 4a, the removal efficiency increased from 16.04% to 99.58% with increasing E-CMBC dosage from 0.2 to 2.0 g L$^{-1}$, while the adsorption capacity decreased from 160.4 mg g$^{-1}$ to 99.63 mg g$^{-1}$. Consequently, the optimum adsorbent dosage was maintained at 1.0 g L$^{-1}$ in the following experiments, which could guarantee excellent removal efficiency and adsorption capacity at the same time.

### 3.3 Effect of initial solution pH

It is well known that the initial solution pH is a significant factor that influences the protonation of the surface groups of the absorbent and the speciation of metal ions. Therefore, it is necessary to optimize the pH to obtain the maximum adsorption efficiency. The effects of the initial solution pH on Pb(II) adsorption by BC and E-CMBC are presented in Fig. 4b. To avoid
Pb(II) precipitation, this study was conducted across different pH conditions ranging from 1.0 to 5.0.41

At pH 1.0, the adsorption of Pb(II) reached its minimum values of 0.5 mg g\(^{-1}\) and 51.2 mg g\(^{-1}\) for BC and E-CMBC, respectively. These results were obtained because of the stronger competitive adsorption of H\(^+\) with Pb(II) at lower pH values. This was especially true for surface functional groups, such as the phenolic hydroxyl group and carboxyl group.23 With increasing pH, functional group deprotonation provided more chances to co-ordinate with Pb(II), leading to a greater sorption ability. For BC, the sorption capacity increased slowly across the initial portion of the tested pH range (1.0–3.0). Absorption increased sharply over pH 3.0, peaking at 5.0. The adsorption of Pb(II) reached its maximum value of 63.52 mg g\(^{-1}\). The adsorption capacity of E-CMBC adsorbents sharply increased when the initial solution pH increased from 1.0 to 2.0.

Although the pH\(_{PZC}\) value of E-CMBC is 3.25, the adsorption capacity of Pb(II) reached its maximum value of 156.68 mg g\(^{-1}\) at pH 3.0. When the pH was above 3.0, the adsorption capacity gradually plateaued, suggesting that electrostatic interactions do not play a key role in the process of Pb(II) adsorption. The adsorption capacity of Pb(II) for E-CMBC was larger than that for BC under the same condition. This result was likely due to the modification, which introduced more amino and carboxyl groups on the surface of the absorbent. In summary, the novel E-CMBC adsorbent was more effective at adsorbing Pb(II) than the untreated biochar, especially across a strongly acidic range.

3.4 Effect of ionic strength

The effect of ionic strength on Pb(II) adsorption by E-CMBC was evaluated. Fig. 4c illustrates the Pb(II) adsorption on E-CMBC in different concentrations of NaCl solution (0–0.5 mol L\(^{-1}\)). As presented in Fig. 4c, the effect of ionic strength on Pb(II) adsorption was negligible. Similar results were reported by Lv \textit{et al.}41 It was likely attributed to that the complexation between Pb(II) and E-CMBC was stronger than that between Na\(^+\) and E-CMBC. The bonding constant of Pb(II) and EDTA is much larger than that of Na\(^+\)(Pb(II) log K = 18.04, Na\(^+\) log K = 1.66), so Pb(II) is more likely to bind to E-CMBC.

3.5 Effect of contact time and adsorption kinetics

We next investigated the effect of contact time on Pb(II) adsorption by E-CMBC. To do so, the contact time was varied from 10 to 2880 min. As shown in Fig. 5a, the Pb(II) adsorption process had two distinct phases: a rapid initial phase and a much slower sorption phase. The rapid increase in the initial adsorption capacity for Pb(II) might be attributable to the high availability of adsorption sites. Accordingly, the reduction of available adsorption sites with time led to reduced adsorption rate.35 It is worth noting that the adsorption capacity of Pb(II) reached 99.82 mg g\(^{-1}\) within only 10 min of contact time. After 360 min of contact time, the adsorption capacity of Pb(II) reached 154.5 mg g\(^{-1}\). Due to the small increase of the adsorption capacity after 360 min of mixing, contact time of 1440 min was selected for all subsequent equilibrium tests.

The adsorption kinetic model is commonly used to estimate adsorption capacity and understand the underlying adsorption mechanism. The adsorption data for Pb(II) at different time intervals were simulated by pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order, and Avrami fractional-order models. The models are expressed as follows:

\[
q_t = q_e (1 - e^{-kt})
\]

\[
q_t = \frac{k_2q_e^2}{1 + k_2q_t}
\]

\[
q_t = q_4 [1 - e^{-k_3t^{0.5}}]
\]

where \(q_e\) (mg g\(^{-1}\)) is the adsorption amounts of Pb(II) by E-CMBC at equilibrium, and \(q_t\) (mg g\(^{-1}\)) is the adsorption amounts of Pb(II) at time t (min). The parameters \(k_1\) (min\(^{-1}\)), \(k_2\) (g mg\(^{-1}\) min\(^{-1}\)), and \(k_3\) (min\(^{-1}\)) are the pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order and Avrami fractional-order model adsorption rate constants, respectively.

The applicability of the model was assessed by using standard coefficient \((R^2)\) and standard deviation (SD), i.e., the higher \(R^2\) and lower SD uncovered a better fitness of the kinetic model. The calculated results are shown in Table 2. For the Avrami fractional-order model, the correlation coefficient value \(R^2\) for different time intervals was higher than that for the pseudofirst-order and pseudosecond-order models, indicating a better fitness of the Avrami fractional-order model.
3.6 Adsorption isotherms

As is well known, adsorption isotherms are used to describe the equilibrium relationship between adsorbate and adsorbent. To this end, Langmuir and Freundlich models are two widespread-used isotherm models. In this study, both of these models were adopted to simulate the experimental data and describe the adsorption characteristics between Pb(II) and E-CMBC. They are expressed as follows:

$$q_e = \frac{q_m K_L c_e}{1 + K_L c_e}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$q_e = K_F c_e^{1/n}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $q_e$ (mg g$^{-1}$) is the adsorption capacity at equilibrium, $q_m$ (mg g$^{-1}$) is the maximum adsorption capacity, $c_e$ (mg L$^{-1}$) is the initial concentration, and $K_L$ (L mg$^{-1}$) is the Langmuir constant related to the affinity of the binding sites, $K_F$ is the Freundlich constant related to sorption capacity, $n$ is the empirical parameter, and $R_L$ is a dimensionless constant separation parameter.

The adsorption isotherms of Pb(II) by E-CMBC at 298 K, 308 K and 318 K are shown in Fig. 5b. As presented, the adsorption capacities increased with increasing $c_e$ and approached the maximum adsorption capacities. The adsorption capacity also increased with increasing solution temperature. Here, the adsorption isotherms at different temperatures were further fitted with these two models, and the relevant parameters and normalized standard deviations are shown in Table 3. According to the coefficient correlation ($R^2$), the Langmuir model provided a better fit than the Freundlich model. This result suggested that the monolayer adsorption played a significant role in the Pb(II) adsorption process; moreover, that there was no interaction between the adsorbed molecules. The constant $K_L$ increased with increasing of temperature, indicating that the adsorption was an endothermic process. The parameter $R_L$ could be used to describe the adsorption characteristics of the Langmuir model. As shown in Table 3, the calculated $R_L$ values ($0 < R_L < 1$) indicated that the adsorption process was favorable at different temperatures. These observations were consistent with those from previous studies of metal ion adsorption onto an adsorbent. From Table 3, the maximum Pb(II) sorption capacity (163.19 mg g$^{-1}$) reported here was greater than that shown in many previous studies (Table 4), suggesting E-CMBC is a promising adsorbent for Pb(II) adsorption.

$$R_L = \frac{1}{1 + K_L c_e}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>Langmuir model</th>
<th>Freundlich model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$q_m$ (mg g$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$K_L$ (L mg$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>159.12</td>
<td>10.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>160.33</td>
<td>11.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>163.19</td>
<td>11.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adsorbents</th>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>Isotherm model</th>
<th>$q_m$ (mg g$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clanis bilineata larvae skin-derived biochars</td>
<td>pH 5.3, 25 °C</td>
<td>Langmuir</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>pH 6, 25 °C</td>
<td>Langmuir</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan-modified biochar</td>
<td>pH 5, 45 °C</td>
<td>Langmuir</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan/magnetite composite</td>
<td>pH 6, 25 °C</td>
<td>Langmuir</td>
<td>63.33</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTA-modified β-cyclodextrin/chitosan</td>
<td>pH 5, 45 °C</td>
<td>Langmuir</td>
<td>114.8</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTA-modified chitosan-silica hybrid</td>
<td>pH 3, 22 °C</td>
<td>Bi-Langmuir and Sips</td>
<td>89.01</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTA-modified chitosan/magnetic biochar</td>
<td>pH 3, 45 °C</td>
<td>Langmuir</td>
<td>163.19</td>
<td>This study</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3.7 Adsorption thermodynamics

Thermodynamic analysis was used to describe the relationship between adsorption and temperature, with the intent of obtaining information to further understand the adsorption process of E-CMBC for Pb(II). The thermodynamic parameters of free energy change ($\Delta G$), enthalpy change ($\Delta H$), and entropy change ($\Delta S$) were calculated from the following equations:

$$K_d = \frac{q_e}{c_e}$$

$$\ln K_d = \frac{\Delta S}{R} - \frac{\Delta H}{RT}$$

$$\Delta G = \Delta H - T \times \Delta S$$

where $q_e$ (mg g$^{-1}$) is the adsorption capacity at equilibrium, $c_e$ (mg L$^{-1}$) is the concentration at equilibrium, $K_d$ is the adsorption equilibrium constant, $R$ (8.314 J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$) is the gas constant, and $T$ (K) is the adsorption temperature.

Thermodynamic experiments were conducted at 298 K, 308 K, and 318 K and, results are shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$ (K)</th>
<th>$\ln K_d$</th>
<th>$\Delta G$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta H$ (kJ mol$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta S$ (J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>-3.12</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>23.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>-3.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>318</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>-3.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Thermodynamic parameters for the adsorption of Pb(II) by E-CMBC

As shown in Table 5, $\Delta G$ negative values were $-3.12$ kJ mol$^{-1}$, $-3.37$ kJ mol$^{-1}$, and $-3.60$ kJ mol$^{-1}$ at 298 K, 308 K, and 318 K, respectively. As temperature increased, $\Delta G$ values became increasingly more negative, which indicated that the adsorption was spontaneous. Moreover, this spontaneity was easier with increased temperature. The positive value of $\Delta H$ was 3.948 kJ mol$^{-1}$, implying an endothermic sorption. Furthermore, the positive value of $\Delta S$ was 23.74 J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$, implying increased randomness at the solid–solution interface during the adsorption process. Collectively, these results indicated that the sorption of Pb(II) by E-CMBC was a spontaneous and endothermic process.

### 3.8 Desorption and regeneration studies

The reusability of an adsorbent is an important, practical feature and we next tested the adsorption–desorption cycle of E-CMBC for Pb(II). After three adsorption–desorption cycles, the E-CMBC removal efficiency of Pb(II) reached 97.26%, with 78.60% weight recovered. Therefore, it seemed that the EDTA modification stabilized the adsorbent and allowed it to better resist the acidic environment. Taken together, this indicated that E-CMBC has an excellent reusability.

### 3.9 Adsorption mechanisms

In this study, a possible mechanism for these results has been proposed (Fig. 6), which is summarized as follows: (1) complex of Pb(II) and EDTA groups; (2) electrostatic attraction between Pb(II) with $-NH_2$ groups and $-OH$ groups; (3) ion exchange between Na$^+$ and Pb(II); and (4) physical adsorption of Pb(II) by E-CMBC materials.

Table 1 shows the adsorption capacity of BC, MBC, CMBC, and E-CMBC for Pb(II). After each step of biochar modification, the adsorption capacity of Pb(II) increased. This was especially true after EDTA modification, where the adsorption capacity increased sharply. These results may be due to the appearance of amides and carboxyl groups on the surface of E-CMBC.

The FTIR spectra of E-CMBC before and after Pb(II) adsorption were also used to study the adsorption mechanism (Fig. 3b). When compared with the FTIR spectrum of E-CMBC, the overlapping peaks of the $-OH$ and $-NH_2$ group vibrations shifted from 3416 to 3230 cm$^{-1}$ after Pb(II) adsorption. These results indicated that these groups might interact with Pb(II). The stretching vibration peak of C=O ($-NH-C=O$ and $-COOH$) shifted from 1653 cm$^{-1}$, and 1407 cm$^{-1}$ to 1624 cm$^{-1}$, and 1375 cm$^{-1}$ and the intensity decreased relative to other peaks. This was due to the complexation of amine and carboxyl functional groups with Pb(II).

The XPS analyses were used to confirm the adsorption mechanism of E-CMBC for Pb(II). As shown in Fig. 3a, the typical new peaks of Pb 4p$_{3/2}$, Pb 4d$_{3/2}$, Pb 4d$_{5/2}$, and Pb 4f$_{5/2}$ appeared at 652.08 eV, 401.08 eV, 415.08 eV, 437.08 eV, 138.93 eV, and 143.78 eV, respectively. These results indicated the presence of Pb(II) in the E-CMBC after adsorption. Notably, the binding energy of Pb 4f$_{5/2}$ became slightly lower than that of Pb(NO$_3$)$_2$ (139.1–139.5 eV), confirming the formation of a complex between Pb(II) and the EDTA group of E-CMBC during the adsorption process. From the full-range XPS of E-CMBC before and after adsorption, the typical peaks of Na$_{24}$s around 1072.08 eV disappeared after sorption. This was mainly due to the exchange of Na$^+$ on the surface of E-CMBC with Pb(II).

In addition to the three mechanisms mentioned above, physical adsorption was also a common adsorption mechanism of E-CMBC, as it is a porous material. Moreover, the collective
results of the adsorption kinetics and isotherm experiments showed that chemisorption on the monolayer surface played a dominant role. According to the analysis above, complexation played a major role in the removal of Pb(II) by E-CMBC, while the other three mechanisms played relatively weaker roles.

4. Conclusions

In this study, a novel magnetic and recyclable biochar adsorbent was successfully synthesized by modification with both chitosan and EDTA. This novel biochar was made for the removal of Pb(II) from aqueous solutions. The E-MCBC adsorbent exhibited excellent adsorption performance for Pb(II) even under strongly acidic conditions. Both the Avrami fractional-order model and Langmuir isotherm model had better fit for the adsorption data, while the Langmuir maximum adsorption capacity was 159.12 mg g$^{-1}$, which is 14 times higher than that of BC. Even at pH 2.0, the adsorption capacity reached 152.5 mg g$^{-1}$ that of BC. Even at pH 2.0, the adsorption capacity could reach 152.5 mg g$^{-1}$, suggesting that the novel magnetic biochar adsorbent was not affected by strongly acidic conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of such a property. A subsequent mechanistic analysis suggested that the complexion of −NH−C=O and −COOH groups on the surface of E-CMBC with Pb(II) was the governing mechanism for the dramatic improvement in its adsorption capacity. The magnetic property of E-CMBC enabled the easy separation of consumed adsorbent from wastewater. In general, as a novel, recyclable and highly efficient adsorbent, E-CMBC has great potential for use in the treatment of Pb(II) polluted wastewater. Future research will focus on the E-CMBC on other toxic heavy metal and metal loids along with mixed contaminants in pilot-scaled tests.
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